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Figure 1: A small collection of input visualizations: a) reverse bar-chart by Stefan Sagmeister, b) parallel coordinates data strings by
Domestic Data Streamers, c) wedding table mock-up, d) matrix poll for planning meeting from Framadate, e) bar chart in a bullet
journal, f) Todo list, g) physical scatterplot by Jose Duarte, h) planning board (commercial product), i) spectrum from consider.it , j)
tree of Post-it notes, k) scatterplot of Post-it notes, l) schedule with Lego blocks by Vitamins.

A BSTRACT
We examine “input visualizations”, visual representations that are
designed to collect (and represent) new data rather than encode preexisting datasets. Information visualization is commonly used to
reveal insights and stories within existing data. As a result, most
contemporary visualization approaches assume existing data sets or
data structures as the starting point for design, through which that
data will be mapped to visual encodings to produce final visualizations. Meanwhile, the implications of visualizations as inputs and
as data sources have received extremely little attention—despite the
existence of visual and physical examples stretching back centuries—
and the benefits, trades-offs, design patterns, and even the language
necessary to describe them remain unexplored. In this paper we argue for the deeper examination of input visualizations, highlighting
a set of recent examples and introducing vocabulary for describing
them. Finally, we present a series of provocations which examine
some of the challenges posed by input visualizations and suggest
opportunities for better understanding this type of visual representations and their potential.
1

I NTRODUCTION

Information visualization is typically thought of as a set of methods
and approaches for giving visual structure to existing datasets, leveraging visual perception to enhance the analysis and interpretation
of data. In most information visualization models, pipelines, and
tools, data serves as the starting point for the design or analysis
process, after which designers, developers, and analysts select visual
mappings to make that data more legible and actionable. Over the
past 50 years, a large body of research has successfully focused on
optimizing visual mappings and interactions, creating a diversity
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of different visualization genres tailored to unique data, tasks, audiences, and contexts. Most of these approaches implicitly assume
that 1) the data (or its characteristics) are known in advance, 2) the
principle goal of the visualization is to reveal trends and features
in the underlying data, and 3) data interactions thought the visual
structure (including filtering, computing new values, etc.) do not
alter the underlying data.
Yet, a variety of visualization and visualization-like approaches
exist which eschew the “data-first” orthodoxy of the academic information visualization community and instead use visualization idioms
as mechanisms for data input. We define input visualizations, visual
representations that are designed to collect (and represent) new data
rather than encode pre-existing datasets. These kinds of input visualizations invert traditional data encoding and design models, using
visual structures to support the collection of data, the definition of
new visual schemas, and the exploration of possible visual mappings.
As a result, these approaches pose problems for classical information
visualization reference models [4,5], interaction taxonomies [13,36],
and design guidelines [7].
In this paper we present examples of several input visualizations
which illustrate the potential and challenges posed by this approach.
We then reflect on the similarities and differences between these
approaches and classical output-driven information visualization.
Informed by these examples, we also pose a set of provocative
questions to drive discussion about the role of input visualizations,
their relationship to traditional visualization designs and norms, and
their utility. Finally, we call on the visualization community to help
us identify additional examples of these kinds of visual structures
and consider their implications.
2

R ELATED

WORK

Using information visualization as a means of supporting data input and participation has been explored in multiple domains of
human computer interaction, including work on civic participation [20,23,34], community engagement [12], online debate [16,30],
personal reflection [32], planning [35], and polling [11]. Some of
these examples, including tools like BitPlanner [35] and Thudt et

Figure 2: The Death of a Terrorist: A Turning Point? by the New York
Times solicited readers reflections to the killing of Osama Bin Laden
via interactions with a 2-dimensional scatterplot.

al.’s physical self-reflection kits [32] (as well as a wide variety of
other participatory physicalizations [8]), rely on physical construction. Meanwhile, other examples like Koeman et al.’s urban voting
systems [20], Kriplean et al. [23] and Valkanova et al.’s [34] webbased polling tools, and scheduling systems like Framadate [11]
focus on input via on-screen visualizations.
Information visualization research has also examined how visual
marks can serve as interactive controls [2], including approaches
like DimpVis [21] and À Table [27] in which viewers can manipulate marks to navigate between visualization views and change
timespans. Similarly, “You Draw It” visualizations in which viewers
articulate predictions by drawing on visualizations [19] have used
input as a way of drawing attention to data values and encouraging
recall. Other recent work has examined how direct manipulation
interactions like changing or repositioning marks within a visualization [28] might support view transitions and visualization editing.
Yet these approaches have mostly treated sketching and manipulation of visual marks ways of interacting with datasets, rather than as
mechanisms for data collection.
Within visualization, several alternative conceptual models have
also suggested the potential for visualizations to serve as input mechanisms. Based on their examination of personal physicalization [32],
Thudt et al. discuss opportunities for visualizations to serve as input
mechanisms—highlighting approaches that support qualitative data
input via sketching or manual manipulation of attributes like the
position, size, or color of visual marks. Meanwhile, Offenhuber’s
characterization of autographic visualization approaches [26] offers an alternative framework for considering visual representations
that reflect environmental processes and typically lack explicit data
structures or encoding pipelines. Offenhuber contrasts autographic
approaches, which start with a phenomena and then introduce physical interventions (markers, legends, frames, etc.) to reveal visual
traces of it, against more traditional visualization pipelines, which
first collect data from a phenomenon then render that data as visualizations. Like autographic processes, input visualizations can
capture and visualize information despite the absence of explicit encodings or preexisting data structures, but rely on human interaction
rather than environmental processes.
To our knowledge, the only information visualization model to
describe data input via visualizations is Jansen and Dragicevic’s
interaction model for visualizations beyond the desktop [17]. Their
model differentiates concrete rendering pipelines (in which existing

Figure 3: Polemic Tweet centers around a stacked bar chart (center)
which visualizes the labels entered as participants comment.

data is rendered as a visual or physical output) from conceptual
pipelines (which describe data and encodings implicit in the visualization but not implemented by an explicit rendering process).
Jansen and Dragicevic use this model to describe two physical input visualizations—DailyStack [31] and Michael Hunger’s Lego
time trackers [25]—highlighting how interaction with these visualizations can manifest both physical and virtual instantiations of
new data. Michael Hunger’s process and visual mapping is also detailed in Huron et al.’s exploration of constructive visualization [15],
a paradigm in which visual representations are constructed by assembling elements that represent data. Although both Huron and
Jansen’s discussions indicate the potential for visualizations as input
mechanisms, the implications and design possibilities of visualizations that use them remains largely unexamined.
3 C ASE S TUDIES
We illustrate the potential of input visualizations by showcasing
several digital and physical examples.
3.1 The Death of a Terrorist: A Turning Point?
In 2011, after the killing of Osama Bin Laden, the New York Times
published an interactive titled “The Death of a Terrorist: A Turning
Point?”1 visible in figure 2. The piece is anchored in an interactive
two-dimensional scatterplot with its y-axis ranging from significant
(top) to insignificant (bottom) and x-axis ranging from negative (left)
to positive (right). The story invited viewers to discuss the importance of the event by clicking a point in this two-dimensional space
and then authoring a comment. Individual cells in the scatterplot
were then colored based on the number of responses. Subsequent
visitors could then hover over these cells to read the comments. During its initial run, the visualization collected 13,864 comments—all
data points that did not exist when the story launched.
3.2 Polemic Tweet
Similarly, the visual backchannel tool Polemic Tweet [16] used
visualizations to engage users in an evolving discussion around
conference presentations (figure 3). The Polemic Tweet interface2
included a Twitter client augmented with a vertical stacked bar chart.
Conference participants were invited to tweet using a specific grammar (“++” for agreement, “–” for disagreement, “==” for reference,
1 https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/
interactive/2011/05/03/us/20110503-osama-response.html
2 https://polemictweet.com/rsln/polemicaltimeline.php

Figure 4: Duarte’s Preguntas Sobre el Barrio uses a variety of physical
polling visualizations to solicit community input.

“??” for questions). These tweets were then displayed in a vertical
list below the input box and in a stacked bar chart, both colored
according to the tags they include. The vertical axis of the visualization corresponded to a time window, and bar heights showed the
number of tweets emitted at that particular time slot. Unlike The
Death of a Terrorist, Polemic Tweet’s input mechanisms is not spatially overlaid with the visualization. However, the two are tightly
integrated and all data visualized in the Polemic Tweet interface was
generated in that immediate context.
3.3

Preguntas Sobre El Barrio

In “Preguntas Sobre El Barrio” (“Questions about the Neighborhood”) (figure 4), Colombian designer Jose Duarte created multiple
physical displays to engage the residents of a district and solicit
opinions on issues such as transportation, security, and urban planning. These include a variety of visualization types including histograms, scatterplots, and density plots through which participants
vote using physical tokens such as stickers or balls. Similar kinds
of collectively-constructed visualizations and physical polls have
been widely used in participatory settings (figure 1-a,b,f) and are
perhaps the most straightforward examples of the input visualization
paradigm, with individuals literally adding or changing visual marks
to add new information.
3.4

Cairn

Finally, Gourlet and Dassè’s Cairn (figure 5) is a tangible tabletop
that enables data collection, visualization, and analysis of activity
in a shared makerspace [12]. However, in comparison to most other
participatory examples, Cairn leverages a much more complex visual
encoding schema. Using a variety of composable physical tokens
and a more complex layout, this physicalization allows makers to
record detailed information about their work in the shared space—
including the type, duration, and form of their projects, as well as
qualitative feedback about the skills and techniques they learned.
This more complex encoding captures a considerable amount of information in each visual mark, while simultaneously giving contributors opportunities for creative expression as they construct “cairns”
out of multiple tokens.
3.5

Case study analysis

These four cases studies, as well as the examples highlighted in figure 1, showcase a diversity of physical and digital input visualization
approaches—including both straightforward examples and ones that
challenge visualization norms, as well as the boundaries of our own
definition of input visualizations.

Figure 5: The Cairn tabletop records information about projects created in a shared makerspace using composable physical tokens.

Visualization as Data Schema. In all four case studies, the visual structure is defined by the visualization designers, and serves
not only to reveal patterns but also to define the data schema. These
schema are established using multiple visual variables (space, color,
shape, etc.) and capture varying degrees of data complexity, ranging
from simple binary choices (Preguntas Sobre El Barrio), to continuous and connected inputs (The Death of a Terrorist), category labels
(Polemic Tweet), and complex multivariate data (Cairn).
Input Mechanisms. Our case studies also illustrate a variety of
different input approaches. These include digital examples that rely
on both direct manipulation on the visualization [29] (The Death of a
Terrorist) and indirect input via interface elements closely associated
with the visualization (Polemic Tweet). In the physical case studies
the inputs are all direct, involving physical construction and/or placement of unique visual marks. However, indirect input mechanism
for physical input visualizations are also possible, particularly if the
visualizations are mechanically actuated.
Why input visualizations? All four case studies use input visualization approaches to solicit opinions, sentiments, and other data
from viewers. This approach, in which input visualizations are used
as survey tools, is common common (but not universal) across the
examples we are aware of. Other common use cases include planning (figure 1-d,g,k), personal reflection (figure 1-e), and supporting
reasoning tasks (figure 1-c,j).
4

P ROVOCATIONS

In this section we present several provocations intended to initiate
discussion about controversial aspects of input visualizations, including their novelty, relationship to other approaches, and utility. We
hope such provocations will lead to fruitful discussions and prompt
future research ideas as well as new input visualization approaches.
4.1

Input visualizations aren’t new!

Humans have designed artifacts that encode information into visual structures for millennia, including ones that share similarities
with common visualization idioms (scatter plot, bar chart, parallel
coordinates, matrices, etc.). In fact, almost all early examples of
external visual representation of information (including tally marks,
tables, astronomical diagrams, etc.) are arguably input visualizations according to our definition. Everyday tools like physical and
digital calendars also fit this definition—specifying a data schema
by encoding periods of time using daily, weekly, and yearly grids,
then allowing individuals to define new events using that structure.
Yet despite this, the vast majority of the examples of contemporary input visualizations come from outside of the information

visualization community and little research has investigated the
approach. Moreover, the practical utility of input visualization approaches for polling, planning, and thinking tasks suggests that they
merit further study.
4.2

Are these even visualizations?

One could argue that while these examples may look like visualizations, they are not. After all, most of these input visualizations don’t
align neatly with garden variety descriptions of visualization, which
usually explain visualization approaches as “visually encoding data
to make it easier to understand”. (This might also have something
to do with why the visualization research community hasn’t talked
much about them.)
Some of the visualization research community’s most beloved
definitions of information visualization incorporate enough generality to include input visualization approaches, but others leave less
room for them. For example, Card et al.’s definition of visualization
as “the use of interactive visual representations of data to amplify
cognition.” [4], says nothing about where the data comes from and
places the most weight on the more abstract goal of amplifying
cognition. On the other hand, Keim et al.’s description of information visualization as “the communication of abstract data relevant in
terms of action through the use of interactive visual interfaces” [18]
places an emphasis on communication that might seem to exclude
input visualizations. Data collection also doesn’t fit neatly into any
of the three major goals of visualization (presentation, confirmatory
analysis, and exploratory analysis) that Keim et al. identify.
One might also take the position that many of these examples are
visualizations, but that they are trivial ones—and that considering
calendars, token voting systems, or bullet journals as visualization
tools is reductionist or simply not useful. However, doing so runs the
risk of drawing a boundary around visualization that excludes most
of the pre-industrial history of visualization, as well as a considerable
slice of contemporary work on physicalization [9], infographics [3],
and other visualization-adjacent topics.
4.3

Isn’t changing the data lying?

Despite recent efforts to dislodge it, visualization research and practice is still often accompanied by an ideology of data objectivity in
which raw data is seen as inherently truthful [22]. This fixation on
data and visualizations of it as arbiters of truth, as well as persistent
concern over the potential for “lying with data” (epitomized by the
Tufte’s oft-repeated graphical integrity principles [33] or the VIS
community’s own long-running VisLies series [1]) often brings with
it the implication that any tool which allows end-users to manipulate
the data creates opportunities for deception. This has led to outcry
over tools (including versions of Excel) that allow users to directly
manipulate points in graphs to alter the underlying data tables.
Yet this disdain ignores many common and well-justified reasons
for modifying data values, including tuning model parameters and
projections, correcting invalid values, or inputting new ones. From
this perspective, input visualizations could have considerable potential to improve data entry and cleaning. After all, data wrangling
almost always involves changing the data, and visual feedback in
data entry interfaces has long been viewed as an important mechanism for improving input data quality [14].
4.4

Could input visualizations reduce data quality?

In some obvious situations, input visualization seem likely to make
data entry easier. After all, defining two dimension in one click is
certainly faster that using two sliders. However, what do we know
about the potential impact of these approaches on the data gathering
process, or the quality of the data they produce? In fact, one could
argue that the data they produce could be biased by the presence
of existing data, or that particular input visualization designs could
even encourage duplicitous or overly-localized data entry.

Is a visualization like “The Death of a Terrorist?” a poll? Maybe
not. Most credible polls don’t show prior results before soliciting
a response. Showing prior data in advance clearly has the potential
to influence how individuals express their opinions. Additionally,
showing the data in advance might encourage attempts to actively
pollute or manipulate data in situations where input visualizations
permit input from large or anonymous audiences.
One could argue that not all input visualizations need to display
their results before allowing the user to input data. However, for input physicalizations like Preguntas Sobre El Barrio or Cairn, doing
so would be quite difficult. Moreover, hiding the data removes opportunities for viewers to calibrate their responses based on existing
data (which might allow them to catch data errors at entry time) or
use their inputs to respond rhetorically to existing data points (as
in discourse-oriented visualizations like The Death of a Terrorist).
In any case, better understanding how input visualizations might
bias data entry or influence the opinions and behaviors of the people
entering it may be a promising area for future research.
4.5

Is there even data here?

When do we consider data to be data? Does it need be recorded and
encoded in a digital file or tabulated in a structured format? While
some examples of input visualizations do indeed produce structured and easily-interpretable data, many others—including systems
that rely on unstructured input, physical materials, or ambiguous
encodings—may not. In these cases, the lack of any underlying data
structure can mean that the data are manifest only in the visual artifact, which may or may not be easily measurable or reproducible. A
lack of formalized data schemas or visual encodings can also mean
that critical aspects of the data may exist only in the relationships
between visual marks or in other intangible aspects of the visual
representation and thus resist objective quantification.
For example, the two axes (negative↔positive and notsignificant↔significant) used in The Death of a Terrorist lack absolute values or landmarks, and the significance of individual points is
largely implied by their relationship to those around them. Physical
installations like Preguntas Sobre El Barrio and Cairn introduce
further ambiguity. For example, how should we interpret a mark
that intersects both “yes” and “no” (figure 4)? What information, if
any, does an elaborate and intentional token stack (figure 5) communicate if ordering isn’t formalized in the instructions? Projects
like Thudt et al.’s exploration of personal physicalization [32] raise
similar questions, noting that “[transforming] an experience directly
into a visual and physical manifestation makes it more difficult to
create alternate representations later on”.
Moreover, input visualizations, as mechanisms for collecting and
displaying new information, collide with deeper epistemological
discussions about the nature of “data” itself. Already, humanities
researchers such as Latour [24] and Drucker [10] have criticized
the implications of the term data, whose very etymology—from
the Latin datum “(thing) given”—implies that information is somehow objective in nature and obscures the myriad biases, errors, and
sources of uncertainty intrinsic to any attempt to observe or record
external phenomena. Drucker advocates instead for the notion that
all data is in fact “capta”, which is actively “taken” from the world
and reflects the unique tools, approaches, and biases implicit in each
mode of knowledge production or inquiry. The notion of capta and
considerations of the constructivist nature of data collection and
visualization production are already important veins of discussion
within the visualization community. However they become even
more salient in the context of input visualizations, which explicitly
surface the mechanisms of data collection.
Venturing even further down the epistemological rabbit hole,
some pre-digital definitions of data, including from the Diderot and
d’Alembert’s 18th-century Encyclopedia [6], further differentiate
data which are given (data) from “those which are unknown, and

which one seeks” (quæsita)3 . Given this perspective, one could
argue that the information captured in an input visualization are
only data (or capta) after they have been input. Up until that point,
including during the design of the visual representation, these future
pieces of information remain quæsita—sought but not yet obtained.
With these semantics in mind, perhaps we shouldn’t be discussing
input visualizations at all, but rather capta visualizations or even
quæsita visualizations?
5 C ONCLUSION
As it stands, input visualizations remain a niche and underconsidered
corner of the visualization universe, but one that we suspect is full
of research opportunities, including:
• Developing new conceptual models for visualization that better accommodate input visualizations and examine the relationship between them and other existing visualization, interaction,
and analysis approaches.
• More systematically examining the design space of input visualizations to better understand the range of possible forms
and applications.
• Assessing the extent to which input visualizations impact data
quality as well as the experience of people using them.
• Developing new tools for authoring and deploying input visualizations, particularly within existing interfaces and workflows.
• Exploring new applications of input visualizations, including
platforms for data entry, analysis, and structured reasoning.
With this in mind, we encourage the visualization community to further examine this space—responding to these provocations, sharing
new and existing input visualizations, and building an understanding
of the potential of this approach, one input at a time.
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